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Our meetings are normally held at the Salvation Army Church Hall at 171 Pleasent 
Street, Dartmouth. We meet at 7 pm on the second Tuesday of each month.

The event for May is not available at time of this newsletter. It will be sent out as soon as it is available.
There is always the show and tellwhich is very exciting.

The NS Wildlife Carvers and Artists are having their 24th Annual
Competition and Show May 9, 10 at Cole Harbour Place.  We'll
have carvings, free demo, and KV Carving Supplies will be there
with lots of goodies for sale including books and supplies.  FREE
ADMISSION  The best time for non-carvers to go would be Sat
afternoon (judging will be finished and all the ribbons awarded) or
Sunday 10:00 until about 3:00pm . 

Linda Foster

I have been busy building sets for Don Giovanni, an Opera that is being
performed on the 23 – 24 May.  It is made from recycled wood and blue
styrofoam. I am encluding a couple of pictures of early construction.
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Illustration 1: 2 x 24ft units that will have a city scape 
on and will fly above the heads

Candle holders 4ft tall
And I made 6 sets.
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Stan Salsman

As a Reminder keep in mind the cut outs/project for the IWK kermesse. It may seem like a ways off  but if you are 
like me I procrastinate and the deadline suddenly appears.
While you are cutting don't forget Dicl Jamer and the VON project. 
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Illustration 2: Three panels on castors, reverse side 
will be painted as bricks

Right-= three 10 ft panels mounted on castors
Above =2 of these arch 11 ft tall and will be 

mounted on castors.
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Sorry abouit the event for the meeting but our planed presenter was unable to make it at the last minute. Sheila our 
event coordinator is working hard to find a replacement. If you have any suggestions  I`m sure she would appreciate 
some help.
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Wood cut outs for VON adult day 
Programme.

The attendees at the VON day 
Programe continues to enjoy the 
Cut outs that AWA members have
Made, Art Boddy  cut out 45 
Bunny shapes. These pictures
Show how much they were
enjoyed. 

Dick Jamer


